World Heritage and Sustainable Tourism.

Patrimonito decided to go for a trip on holidays to visit any game reserve and of course he decided this time to choose the Dja Faunal Reserve in Cameroon.
Patrimonito enjoyed the beautiful landscape of the Dja Faunal Reserve.
Patrimonito also saw different types of animals like chimpanzees, deer, elephant and many others.
Soon after some dangerous explorers started invading the forest and hunting after the animals.
Soon after the invaders started killing innocent animals and patrimonito was very angry and sad.
The Dangerous Invaders also killed elephants in order to sell their tusks.
Soon after, the people started over exploiting the forest through cutting down too many trees.
Due to the catching of trees it made the animals to migrate to the other side and it made the forest to be empty.
Due to the over exploitation of the forest it led to climate change (Global Warming).
All of this problems made patrolmento to Plead with the Gomen to put in some law in order to restore law and order in the forest and wildlife areas.
And so the law was put and some forest guards were executed to guard the Dja Faunal Reserve.
And so the forest guards caught some of the invaders.
And they were locked up.
Another law which was put was that the trees were to be planted through reforestation.
Patrimonito was very happy because the trees had grown and the animals had come back to the forest.
And so the animals lived happily and this brought foreign people and tourists to visit the Dja Faunal Reserve.
The animals lived happily ever after.